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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. We are delighted to welcome 
your hard working committee of 11 members to the 2022 tiny towns competition. We would like to begin by thanking 
you for your comprehensive entry form, maps and tidy towns action plan that you have submitted. The maps were 
particularly helpful when exploring your lovely town and both the entry form and your (very comprehensive) action 
plan were read with interest. The references to the SDG’s were also appreciated. While it is clear that a lot of work 
has gone into preparing the entry form, we urge you to keep an eye on its length - at 48 pages, it remains quite long 
and we would urge you to look for opportunities to cut it down wherever possible. We marveled at the extensive list 
of activities that your committee undertakes and there is no doubt that your committee and army of 300 volunteers 
are particularly active in your community. We were particularly interested to read about the clean space inspections 
which you use to inform your work programme and it is heartening to see that there are so many activities that are 
designed to boost integration such as the ‘Skerries helping our new Ukrainian friends’ group [to support Ukrainians] 
and ‘Failte Isteach’ which is a free program that is aimed at helping non native residents with everyday 
communication. It is pleasing to see that your community is maintaining its links with Fingal County Council, the 
Community Employment Scheme and a wide range of other organizations and agencies. Well done also on 
maintaining your strong links with the community and voluntary sector in your town by engaging in collaborative 
projects with them. We note from your entry form that you have a very comprehensive communication strategy and 
in our view, this is demonstrated by the high level of participation in your projects. It is great to see that there is a 
high level of engagement between your community, volunteers and the different schools in Skerries and we are glad 
to hear that there is a junior tidy towns committee in place as this is a very effective way of involving the younger 
age groups in your work. Noting the involvement of youth groups (such as school children, transition year students, 
Gaisce students and scouts), we wondered if the junior tidy towns committee has come up with any ideas for 
projects or taken sole responsibility for maintaining any of the projects that it undertakes? Please let us know in 
2023. We read with interest that there has been a committee from Skerries involved in this competition since 1959 - 
which indicates that you are true tidy towns veterans! We also strongly agree that your excellent work over the years 
has helped to transform your town into the lovely place that it is today. Keep up the good work!
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It was wonderful to visit the lovely seaside town of Skerries once again and to get a close up view of the high quality 
projects that you have been working on over the past year. We began our visit in your lovely town Park and we 
concur that it is a lovely amenity for your town with its playground, skateboard park, wildlife pond (with viewing 
deck), seating areas, bike parking facilities and pathways. Its pedestrian links to adjacent residential areas (such as 
Sherlock Park), the community centre, pitches and tennis courts are applauded as they greatly improve its 
accessibility. We enjoyed visiting Skerries Mill which is a most attractive and distinctive feature building for your 
town and we were excited to see that there is a proposal to develop a tea room in the Red Barn. This sounds like an 
excellent project and we look forward to seeing it progress in the near future. Well done also on providing 
information signage on this important building as it was read with interest. Taking advantage of your convenient 
pedestrian links (along tennis court lane and rope walk), we set off for your town centre where we were delighted to 
find that almost all commercial and public buildings were presented to a high standard. A number stood out and they 
include the Skerries bookshop, the black rose gym, the Central, the Fifty4, Venezuela, the Olive café and the Garda 
Station. Other notable premises include Gerrys fresh foods, the Prosper Fingal offices, Sherry Fitzgerald, the 
Potager, Alliance, Nealons and Annas studio. Local competition winners Piccolo, the Yard and Natures Cures also 
looked great. At the Harbour, the distinctive ‘storm in a teacup’ building is eye-catching with its bright colours while 
the Skerries Sailing Club, Stoop your Head, 5 Rock and the Blue Bar also impressed. The hard work carried out on 
the maintenance and painting of the street furniture was obvious and public areas generally looked very well. 
Floraville along Strand Street is a lovely space with its seating areas, colourful planters and seal sculpture and we 
were not surprised to see that local residents were enjoying these attractions on a warm summer’s evening. It was 
noted from your entry form that your committee has been busy with projects under this category for this year's 
competition. You are commended on carrying out remedial work on unmaintained properties and for providing local 
awards for best presented business, best window display and most accessible business - and in our view, this is 
helping to maintain the high standard of presentation. Well done on reinstating the railings at the springers 
swimming area and we are delighted to see the new coastal trail signage at the railway station. The addition of the 
mosaics on the building adjoining McLoughlins Lane is welcomed and we congratulate the Men’s Shed group on the 
acquisition of their new premises. It is further noted that some future projects (FP) are planned under this category 
with works proposed for the Martello Tower and for the red barn as well as a new audio guide. Be sure to indicate all 
future projects as FP as only completed projects should be indicated as new (N). This will help to avoid confusion 
during adjudication.
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accessibility. We enjoyed visiting Skerries Mill which is a most attractive and distinctive feature building for your 
town and we were excited to see that there is a proposal to develop a tea room in the Red Barn. This sounds like an 
excellent project and we look forward to seeing it progress in the near future. Well done also on providing 
information signage on this important building as it was read with interest. Taking advantage of your convenient 
pedestrian links (along tennis court lane and rope walk), we set off for your town centre where we were delighted to 
find that almost all commercial and public buildings were presented to a high standard. A number stood out and they 
include the Skerries bookshop, the black rose gym, the Central, the Fifty4, Venezuela, the Olive café and the Garda 
Station. Other notable premises include Gerrys fresh foods, the Prosper Fingal offices, Sherry Fitzgerald, the 
Potager, Alliance, Nealons and Annas studio. Local competition winners Piccolo, the Yard and Natures Cures also 
looked great. At the Harbour, the distinctive ‘storm in a teacup’ building is eye-catching with its bright colours while 
the Skerries Sailing Club, Stoop your Head, 5 Rock and the Blue Bar also impressed. The hard work carried out on 
the maintenance and painting of the street furniture was obvious and public areas generally looked very well. 
Floraville along Strand Street is a lovely space with its seating areas, colourful planters and seal sculpture and we 
were not surprised to see that local residents were enjoying these attractions on a warm summer’s evening. It was 
noted from your entry form that your committee has been busy with projects under this category for this year's 
competition. You are commended on carrying out remedial work on unmaintained properties and for providing local 
awards for best presented business, best window display and most accessible business - and in our view, this is 
helping to maintain the high standard of presentation. Well done on reinstating the railings at the springers 
swimming area and we are delighted to see the new coastal trail signage at the railway station. The addition of the 
mosaics on the building adjoining McLoughlins Lane is welcomed and we congratulate the Men’s Shed group on the 
acquisition of their new premises. It is further noted that some future projects (FP) are planned under this category 
with works proposed for the Martello Tower and for the red barn as well as a new audio guide. Be sure to indicate all 
future projects as FP as only completed projects should be indicated as new (N). This will help to avoid confusion 
during adjudication.

There has been a strong emphasis on landscaping projects and improvements to the green spaces in Skerries for 
this years competition and many fine examples were visible during adjudication. While we will not be able to review 
all of the planting schemes that were seen in this report, we will provide feedback on as many as possible. The 
entrance to your town on the Dublin Road provided a highlight during adjudication with numerous high quality 
schemes on view. We loved the brightly coloured decorative gravel-based bed at the Skerries entrance name (with 
bright yellow santolina on display) and the mature vegetation along the banks of the railway line also looked 
exceptionally well. The Millers Lane roundabout (described in the approach roads, streets and lanes section of this 
report) looked great and we admired the abundant bank of planting with its wide variety of pollinator friendly species 
opposite the entrance to Greenlawns (which included shrubs, hypericum, sage, fuchsia and ox eye daisies). An 
exploration of the Barnageeragh road revealed that the landscaping efforts along here are comprised of extensive 
grass meadows, treeplanting (existing and new) and natural hedgerows – a very pleasant mix indeed! Mature 
buddleia and hypericum were also spotted and we were particularly interested to see the mature vegetation on what 
appears to be the old quarry. The perimeter planted beds surrounding the car park of the railway station also looked 
nice but they would benefit from some weeding. The selection of pollinator friendly hardy plant species (such as 
decorative grasses, curry plant and agapanthus) for the linear bed that runs along the centre strip of the Balbriggan 
Road is applauded and noting the research that you have carried out, we hope that they will prove to be suitable to 
the challenging conditions in this coastal location. We loved the pollinator planting which could be seen on the 
extensive gravel-based bed at the junction of the Balbriggan Road and North Strand (Skerries Rock?) where a 
lovely variety of plant species were on display. The gravel-based planted bed at the cormorant sculpture (at the 
junction of South Strand and Harbour Road) looked lovely with its agapanthus plants in full bloom while the colourful 
bedding plants that surround the base of the Monument on Strand Street help to enhance this distinctive feature at 
the entrance to your town centre. Praise is due to the many business owners \ occupiers who have made a positive 
contribution to this category with colourful shopfront planting displays visible at Wisteria and many others along 
Strand Street.  The work that has been undertaken on the planters with cascading floral displays is appreciated. 
Plenty of examples could be seen at the Harbour (where the planters appear to have been cleverly used to extend 
the footpath) and at the monument (where tiered planters were visible). We very much enjoyed our visit to the town 
park and it is great to see both the mix of landscaping on display – and we applaud the balance that you have 
achieved between planted beds and wildlife and meadow patches here. We are pleased to observe that a similar 
balance of wildlife and maintained grassed areas was observed along the Promenade and the pleasant coastal 
walk. Where natural boundaries are being allowed to ‘grow out’, It is recommended that ‘managed for wildlife’ signs 
are used to raise awareness among the wider community that you are following a deliberate (and recommended) 
approach to make room for nature and biodiversity. We note that a community garden is being developed in the 
town park and we wondered if it is comprised of the two large decorative gravel-based beds with timber surrounds 
that could be seen immediately adjacent to the playground? Perhaps you could let us know in 2023. The amenity 
area at the harbour (which contains the Skerries and Loughshinny sea pole) is a lovely space that provides pleasant 
seating areas and stunning sea views – and we would like to commend everyone who was involved in its 
maintenance. We applaud the changes to your grass cutting regime and your committee, volunteers, Community 
Employment Scheme workers and Mens Shed are commended on the many maintenance tasks they have 
completed – as this work is greatly appreciated. We are pleased to see that local competitions are held to identify 
best presented house, garden, estate and business and it is pleasing to read that these competitions generate 
plenty of interest among residents. Your work to improve incidental areas by planting pollinator friendly species (at 
Hoar Rock, at the back of SuperValu and other locations) and the revamp of Wildcat Lane is applauded.

With 16 projects presented under this category, it is clear that nature and biodiversity is a priority for your community 
and volunteers. It is great to see that your committee and volunteers [in collaboration with the Birdwatch Ireland 
Fingal branch] are actively monitoring the wildlife and birdlife on Shenick island. This data Is valuable as it will 
enable you [or others] to work out what is happening with these populations over time and inform any future wildlife 
conservation / enhancement strategies. We are pleased to hear that the daffodil planting has been diversified to 
include more pollen rich varieties and more details on the different varieties of bulbs used would be welcome. In 
future years, be sure to keep a record of the percentage of pollen rich bulb varieties versus daffodils in your spring 
planting schemes. It is great to see that the ‘no mow May’ approach is taking hold in the wider community and we 
would encourage you to try and keep a record of the numbers who participate in order to gauge its impact. While we 
note that residents are encouraged to grow wildflowers, please remember that spreading wild flower seed is no 
longer recommended – as its best to leave grass uncut and allow wild flowers to grow naturally. We applaud your 
‘do not cut yet’ policy on approach roads and we encourage you to try and have a monitoring program in place to 
assess the impact of this approach over a 2 – 3 year period. We were pleased to hear that a very practical list of 
actions on biodiversity is ready for implementation and we encourage you to submit this list with your entry form 
next year. Have any actions been allocated to schools, scouts, residents associations and private householders? 
Please let us know in 2023. We are delighted to hear that there is a ‘Gardeners for pollinators’ group and we would 
encourage you to grow the numbers in it - as this would help to significantly increase the amount of pollinator 
friendly planting in Skerries. Have you considered approaching specific households as a means of establishing 
continuous pollinator corridors? The fine efforts of the Educate Together students on establishing a wildflower 
Meadow are acknowledged and well done to your committee and volunteers for allowing pollinator friendly species 
to grow at the base of the trees in the Town Centre, planting community orchards and planting herbs in the 
Greenlawns estate pots. it is great to see that there are so many collaborations underway in this category between 
your committee and Mens Shed [who built barn owl boxes] and the Irish Seal Sanctuary. We were interested to read 
about the ReWildiNG initiative and we would like to hear about what native wildflowers pop up over the next 12 
months. Please let us know in your entry form next year.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:



With 16 projects presented under this category, it is clear that nature and biodiversity is a priority for your community 
and volunteers. It is great to see that your committee and volunteers [in collaboration with the Birdwatch Ireland 
Fingal branch] are actively monitoring the wildlife and birdlife on Shenick island. This data Is valuable as it will 
enable you [or others] to work out what is happening with these populations over time and inform any future wildlife 
conservation / enhancement strategies. We are pleased to hear that the daffodil planting has been diversified to 
include more pollen rich varieties and more details on the different varieties of bulbs used would be welcome. In 
future years, be sure to keep a record of the percentage of pollen rich bulb varieties versus daffodils in your spring 
planting schemes. It is great to see that the ‘no mow May’ approach is taking hold in the wider community and we 
would encourage you to try and keep a record of the numbers who participate in order to gauge its impact. While we 
note that residents are encouraged to grow wildflowers, please remember that spreading wild flower seed is no 
longer recommended – as its best to leave grass uncut and allow wild flowers to grow naturally. We applaud your 
‘do not cut yet’ policy on approach roads and we encourage you to try and have a monitoring program in place to 
assess the impact of this approach over a 2 – 3 year period. We were pleased to hear that a very practical list of 
actions on biodiversity is ready for implementation and we encourage you to submit this list with your entry form 
next year. Have any actions been allocated to schools, scouts, residents associations and private householders? 
Please let us know in 2023. We are delighted to hear that there is a ‘Gardeners for pollinators’ group and we would 
encourage you to grow the numbers in it - as this would help to significantly increase the amount of pollinator 
friendly planting in Skerries. Have you considered approaching specific households as a means of establishing 
continuous pollinator corridors? The fine efforts of the Educate Together students on establishing a wildflower 
Meadow are acknowledged and well done to your committee and volunteers for allowing pollinator friendly species 
to grow at the base of the trees in the Town Centre, planting community orchards and planting herbs in the 
Greenlawns estate pots. it is great to see that there are so many collaborations underway in this category between 
your committee and Mens Shed [who built barn owl boxes] and the Irish Seal Sanctuary. We were interested to read 
about the ReWildiNG initiative and we would like to hear about what native wildflowers pop up over the next 12 
months. Please let us know in your entry form next year.

Your entry form reveals that your committee and volunteers undertake a very comprehensive approach to litter 
control that involves regular cleanups, little patrols, promoting responsible dog ownership, surveying local 
businesses and engaging with local schools. The adopt a patch and adopt a beach initiatives are quite innovative 
and we wish you the best of luck with them. The SEAL initiative is also great idea and we would encourage you to 
explore rolling it out to other schools in your town. Well done also on asking local walkers to assist with your litter 
picks and we would like to commend the 4 classes from Scoil Realt na Mara who did the beach clean on the North 
Strand. This combination of activities is proving very effective as the standard of litter control seen in Skerries on 
adjudication day was high - with virtually all areas appearing litter free. There were a small number of exceptions to 
this high standard with a number of isolated items spotted in the town Park (around the seating area close to the 
playground), in the railway station car park and along the promenade. However, this did not detract from your 
overall performance. The standard of tidiness is also high with close attention being paid to signage, weeding, and 
painting your street furniture. Small improvements remain possible. The vehicular entrance gates to the town park 
are untidy looking and will need to be freshened up while the railings to the rear of the life buoy at the pond need a 
revamp. An untidy purple bin was spotted along South Strand and a redundant sign pole could be seen on the 
Balbriggan road opposite what appears to be Harrison’s Bay road.

There are some great projects listed in your entry form under this category and we were pleased to see that they 
focus on all of the key themes of sustainability - conserving energy, reducing resource use and avoiding the 
generation of unnecessary waste. It was particularly pleasing to see that there appears to be very good community 
‘buy in’ for behavior change amongst businesses [for example, all of your local businesses support the conscious 
cup campaign and one of your local businesses has gotten rid of plastic bottles from their drinks range], from the 
schools [many of whom are working towards green flags] and the Skerries cycling initiative [who are promoting 
cycling and campaigning for better cycling infrastructure]. In our view, this demonstrates that there is strong support 
for your many fine projects and there is also now an opportunity to push for permanent behavior change in Skerries 
to ensure that the objectives of all of these projects are realized. Why not take the next step and start to measure 
the impact of your different projects and set targets that you would like to achieve? With respect to travel, we 
recommend that you meet with the Educate Together school and agree a target for the number of students who will 
be cycling or walking to school on a regular basis. We were delighted to hear that many students are walking to their 
classes in Saint Patrick's Junior School so why not set a target that they can too can aim for? Setting targets will 
enable you to figure out if all of these initiatives are having their desired effect and changing our behavior for the 
better. Well done also on adopting a green policy for your poetry festival and we would encourage you to approach 
the organizers of all festivals and events in Skerries and ask them to follow the guidance on greening your festival 
on www.localprevention.ie. We applaud the many awareness raising events that you have undertaken including the 
visit by Arnd Drossel (who rolled through your town in a steel ball on the way to the UN climate conference in 
Glasgow] and the planet or plastic exhibition on South Strand. Well done also to the scouts and local kayakers for 
acting as guardians of the offshore islands and removing marine plastic.

Our visit to Skerries revealed that your committee, volunteers and residents associations pay close attention to the 
maintenance of their estates and residential areas. Sherlock Park looked well with its attractive entrance name 
stone and it could be further improved by adding planting to the bed around the name stone base. Downside 
Heights looked well with its trimmed grass areas, mature trees and pleasant entrance planting. However, it is 
recommended that grass clippings should no longer be dumped at the edge of the amenity area (to the front of this 
estate) as it gives the entrance an untidy appearance. Ballygossan Park was most impressive with its wooden 
planter boxes, permanent beds (stocked with colourful roses in bloom) and tree planting. We were also delighted to 
see that cycle lanes are in place throughout the area and that they link up with Millers Lane. Mourne View (off the 
Balbriggan Road) looked well with its trimmed amenity areas and tidy grass roadside margins and we were glad to 
hear that the residents here (and in Kellys Bay) have been engaging in open orchard planting with 36 fruit trees and 
4 hazelnut trees planted to date. It is strongly recommended that other estates in Skerries are also encouraged to 
join in this great initiative. Well done also on encouraging the residents of your new housing estates to engage in the 
‘adapt a patch programme’ as this sounds like a very effective way of boosting participation in your projects.

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:



Heights looked well with its trimmed grass areas, mature trees and pleasant entrance planting. However, it is 
recommended that grass clippings should no longer be dumped at the edge of the amenity area (to the front of this 
estate) as it gives the entrance an untidy appearance. Ballygossan Park was most impressive with its wooden 
planter boxes, permanent beds (stocked with colourful roses in bloom) and tree planting. We were also delighted to 
see that cycle lanes are in place throughout the area and that they link up with Millers Lane. Mourne View (off the 
Balbriggan Road) looked well with its trimmed amenity areas and tidy grass roadside margins and we were glad to 
hear that the residents here (and in Kellys Bay) have been engaging in open orchard planting with 36 fruit trees and 
4 hazelnut trees planted to date. It is strongly recommended that other estates in Skerries are also encouraged to 
join in this great initiative. Well done also on encouraging the residents of your new housing estates to engage in the 
‘adapt a patch programme’ as this sounds like a very effective way of boosting participation in your projects.

The approach roads into Skerries looked lovely during adjudication and we applaud your determined approach to 
conserve natural boundaries where possible as a means of supporting biodiversity and wildlife. The decorative 
gravel-based planted bed at the base of the Skerries name stone on the Dublin Road is delightful and we also 
enjoyed seeing the lovely entrance roundabout at the railway bridge - the diverse range of plant species here (which 
includes roses in bloom, agapanthus, lavender and shrubs) provide an excellent introduction to your town. The 
mature trees, trimmed grass verges and neat and tidy paths on the approach to the roundabout confirm the positive 
impression. The entrance to Skerries on the coastal road is similarly impressive with attractive gravel-based linear 
beds along the Balbriggan Road and at Skerries Rock. We were also delighted to find that there has been an 
obvious focus to ensuring that key parts of your town are easily accessible by bike and on foot. This is 
demonstrated by the fact that the Town Park, Community Centre, Sports Pitches and Tennis Courts are all 
accessible by multiple pedestrian links. Cycle lanes and pathways linking Ballygossan and Millers Lane, the railway 
station with Barnageeragh Road and Quay Street with Thomas Hand Street provide further examples of convenient 
pedestrian links. While we appreciate that these areas can pose challenges with respect to ongoing maintenance 
(tidiness issues were observed at the railway station car park), these links are vital if we are to achieve behaviour 
change among transport users and encourage a far greater number of people to walk or cycle. We encourage you 
to continue to maintain and promote these pedestrian links and to seek the development of new ones as they are 
likely to play a big part in turning Skerries into a more sustainable town. Well done also on seeking the reduction of 
speed limits as there is no doubt that this will help to make cycling and walking more attractive. It is also noted that 
your committee and volunteers have been busy with projects under this category over the past year. It is great to 
see that footpaths are being upgraded (with dishing taking place in the Kybe estate) and extended (along Harbour 
Road)

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

We applaud your committee, volunteers, residents and project partners on another great performance in the tidy 
towns competition. Keep up the good work and we look forward to seeing your lovely town again next year.


